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Cubesats and small satellites are limited in 
volume, power, and mass.  
High failure rate of small satellites and cubesats 
On board processing power limited 
Limited communications 
Large amounts of data required for Tactical 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance Functions 
Data bottlenecks from cubesat to satellite 
Data bottlenecks from cubesat to ground 
Limited ground station coverage 
Slow process to gather data to ascertain 
situational awareness on the ground and in 
space. 
Malicious software attacks…security 
Cubesats and small satellites are difficult to find 









































































































The Solution…LinkStar-TRK with STX3 module
Certified by Globalstar (Only space vendor to reach this level of certification) 
FCC Modular Part 25 and Part 15A 
Support for CubeSat bus  
Integrated computer (BeagleBone Black, BeagleBone AI or Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ 
MPSoC chip), communications interface, with optional GPS.  
Autonomy APIs and Functions for Vehicle Health Monitoring, Perception and Planning 
IC2, RS422, RS232, Space Wire, Serial, CAN, USB interfaces, UART 
QuickSAT/VMS environment for seamless control and software integration 
Optional Hypervisor for protection from malicious attacks. 
Interface via laptop, desktop, tablet and mobile device! 
ICD available on website
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LinkStar-TRK is a satellite radio system with integrated embedded computer and 
GPS with power backup capability that provides Tactical Intelligence, Surveillance, 
and Reconnaissance functions and can monitor the health and status of any 
payload and satellite. Data is transmitted to the ground in 200ms from over 95% of 
Low Earth Orbit, and can be viewed via a browser, mobile device and tablet. 



























































































Great System,  
But those regulations…
FCC regulations and 
NASA Policy Directive 
NPD0 2570.E: “all 
spacecraft shall be 
equipped with mechanisms 
to remotely cease EM 
emissions unless there is a 





Second radio required for an uplink commands to 
cease the emissions of the STX3 based radio. 
STX3 CANNOT broadcast if the receiver is out of 
communications for > 8 hrs.
The STX3 Module becomes dependent on a second radio 






 Provides 2-way messaging

 Unique mobile number

 Connectivity via USB and 





















The SPOT X™ is a half-duplex satellite tracker equipped with Bluetooth® Low Energy (BLE). It supports all the 
trademark SPOT functionality such as check in messages, track messages, SOS message and many more. A subset 
of the features offered by the stand-alone device are exposed over BLE. Hence, a wireless application can trigger 
these features when the device is within Bluetooth range. 
SPOT X Bluetooth in this system behaves as a BLE “peripheral device” and is always discoverable. The device 
interfacing with the SPOT X Bluetooth is a “central device”. SPOT X Bluetooth utilizes its internal scheduling and 
satellite transmission mechanisms to transmit the messages over the air. This qualification covers all device variants 
in the nRF51 series in combination with v2.x of the Sx3x SoftDevice stack. 
Globalstar uses JSON:APIs to communicate over the BLE interface. Globalstar also offers an application that utilizes 
these APIs to extract the SPOT X functionality on a cellular phone.
Figure 1-1. SPOT X™ Bluetooth® System Architecture
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LinkStar-TRK/Spot-X Int grati n
SPOT X™ Software Design Guide Confidential & Proprietary Information 2-1
NOV 2020 ©2020 Globalstar, Inc.  
8545-0217-01  ! 
2. SPOT X BLUETOOTH SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
2. SPOT X BLUETOOTH SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE2.1.  SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
There are two processors involved in handling the data transmitted over the Bluetooth® Low Energy (BLE) interface. 
Both processors communicate using the Nordic Semiconductor© UART: 
1. Atmel® SAMG55 (Main processor)
2. Nordic Semiconductor© nRF51822 (BLE processor)
NOTE: RTS & CTS are not utilized in this configuration.
Figure 2-1. SPOT X™ Bluetooth® Software Architecture
2-1.1.  ATMEL® SAMG55
This is the main processor in the system that handles all the SPOT X device functionality. Some of the functions would 
be, sending / receiving messages, scheduling track messages, updating notifications etc. In the case a BLE central 
device is connected and actively communicating with the SPOT X Bluetooth, this processor will also handle the 
events generated by the phone app.
2-1.1.1. BLE Rx Task
This is a basic FreeRTOS task which will handle the incoming characters over the UART interface. Once a 




 Uplink/Downlink: 140 bytes 
 Communications via Laptop, 
Desktop computer or mobile device 
 Management via QuickSAT/VMS 
 Operator does not need to package 
data 
 QuickSAT/VMS exchanges data via 
JSON formatted messages between 




















 APIs created for 
communication system 
interface, database interface 
and communicating with the 
GPS (Adafruit and NovAtel).





• Broad Use: Utilities, Shipping, 
Aviation, Satellites, Cars  
• Asset and Vehicle Health Management & 
Monitoring 
• System Commanding Services 
• Communications services 
• Optional Grandview Artificial Intelligence/
Machine Learning and QuickSAT/Autonomy 
modules 
•Test/Monitoring interface 
• Can serve as a stand alone ground 
station or part of an expanded environment 
• Customizable 
• Utilizes open source software where 
possible 
• Works on a range of vehicles and 
platforms 
• Web based Interface - PCs, Tablets, etc.
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QuickSat/






control and radio 
information
OEM 719 Accepts 
SNR > 29 db
GPS signal  
quality 
information





You can also view 
how many GPS 
satellites you are 
tracking, where they 
are located and the 
strength of the 
signal. 
 
You can view all the 
messages 
transmitted and save 
them to CSV, Excel, 
and PDF format files!
sci_Zone, Inc.
www.sci-zone.com
Plotting and Data Tracking with LinkStar
QuickSAT/VMS on the 
LinkStar radio system 
allows you to track your 
data, monitor it, and even 
generate plots! 
 
Plots can be saved in 
JPG, PNG, PDF and SVG 
formats.  Data can be 

















Next STEP - Join the Fun!
email: andrew_santangelo@sci-zone.com 
web: www.sci-zone.com
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